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The fission of antimony nuclei induced by 660-Mev protons was studied. The fission yields
as functions of A and Z are single-humped curves. The highest production probabilities are
obtained for isotopes lying near the nuclear stability line. The fission is mainly symmetric,
and is accompanied by the emission of a large number of charged particles. At Ep = 660 Mev
the total fission cross section is 0.25 mb. Neutron-deficient isotopes are produced relatively
more frequently by fissioning antimony than by heavy nuclei. The relative number of asymmetric fissions diminishes with decreasing incident proton energy.
The principal characteristics of fast-proton fission are shown to vary regularly with decreasing Z of the target nucleus.
1. INTRODUCTION

THE

fission of medium-weight nuclei ( Z ~ 70)
was discovered in 1950 by Dzhelepov, Golovin, and
Kazarinov, 1 using the ionization method of detection, in connection with the irradiation of 45 Rh by
120-Mev neutrons. Radiochemical techniques were
used soon afterward to detect individual fragments
from the fission of 29 Cu, 35 Br, 50 Sn, 56Ba, 2 47Ag, 2 • 3
and 57 La4 by high-energy protons. However, the
principal-characteristics of fission in mediumweight nuclei have hitherto not been determined.
Shamov' s recent work, 5 in which nuclear emulsions
were used to investigate Ag fission induced by
330- 660-Mev protons cannot entirely fill the gap
in our knowledge, since the acquired statistics did
not provide an adequate basis for unequivocal conclusions.
The present situation results from difficulties
in identifying the fission fragments of light nuclei,
which are formed with considerably smaller probability than the products of competing nuclear reactions.
The present work investigates the products of
the fission of antimony ( Z =51) induced by highenergy protons, with the aim of determining the
principal characteristics of the fission process
(the mass spectrum, isotopic distribution of fragments, nuclear charge distribution, and cross
section).
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Special care was taken to prepare a pure target.
It is known from the literature that cross sections

for the production of individual fragments from fissioning medium-weight nuclei are in the range
Io- 29 -lo-30 cm 2• Therefore when the target contains as little as 10-3 % of the elements represented
by the fission fragments or neighboring elements,
the measured activities of individual radioactive
fragments are considerably exaggerated. The targets were prepared from an ingot of metallic antimony after several purifications by the zone melting technique used in semiconductor technology.
Spectral analysis performed by two different
methods failed to detect impurity lines. The antimony was also analyzed by neutron activation.
These experiments were performed by one of the
present authors in collaboration with Yu. V. Yakovlev and L. A. Smakhtin. The following preliminary results show that the antimony did not contain amounts of impurities sufficient to affect appreciably the yields of its fission fragments:
Impurity

element:
Mn
Content,%: 3·10-6

Cu
Zn
As
P
Cr
Ga
3.5·10-6 8·10-7 4-10-• 8-10-e 5·10-' 3·10-7

Samples of metallic antimony ( 0.5 - 1 g) were
bombarded for one-half to three hours in the internal beam of the synchrocyclotron at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems of the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research. The aluminum foil wrapping of the samples served to monitor the proton
flux by the reaction AI 27 (p, 3pn) Na24 , the cross
section for which was taken to be 10mb. Elements with atomic numbers from 11 to 37 were
separated chemically. Special attention was devoted to developing in advance the most reliable
techniques for separating fission fl,'agments in
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Table I. Yields of identified fragments from antimony
bombarded with 660-Mev protons
Element

uNa
12Mg
tsP
tss
t7CI
toK

2oCa
-,2Ti
<J.sv

..,.cr

2sMn
-,oFe

"27Co
'.!sNi
~oZn

111Ga
~.se

11oBr
~7Rb

ass num•

ber A
24
28
32
38
38
39
43
47
45
48
48
56
59

\Decay mode

I

[3[3[3~

[3[3[3[3[3[3+, EC***
[3-1-. EC
EC
[3[3-

58m
61
65
66

IT•**

62m
69
72

EC,[3~

66
67
72
72
73
75
76
som
86

[3+,Ec.
EC
[3-

[3[3[3IT

[3-

EC
[3+ ,EC
[3+,Ec
[3+
IT

[3-

T .,,.experimenta~ T ,J,•experiment~l

I

14,5
21.5
14,1
- 3

hrs.
hrs
days
hrs
~34 min
58 min

15
21.2
14.3
2.9
37.3
55.5

-

22.4 hrs
~5 days
3.1 hrs
16,0 days
23 hrs
2.6 hrs
45.1 days

1
6
3.2
16.7
23.5
2,5
~46

days
days
hrs
days
hrs
hrs
days

9.8 hrs
-120.min
2. 7 hrs
-60 hrs
9.3 hrs
-14.5hr,.
48 hrs
9.3. hrs
78 hrs
14.8 hrs
9.8 days
7.1 hrs
1.6 hrs
16 hrs
4,3 hrs
18-23 days

hrs
hrs
days
hrs
min
min

9 hrs
99-110min
2.6 hrs
55 hrs
9.3 hrs
13;8 hrs
49 hrs
9.4 hrs
78 hrs
14.3 hrs
-9 days
7.1 hrs
1,6 hrs
17,2 hrs
4,4 hrs
18.7 days

I

a,

10-30 cm2

95 (2) **
9,0 (4)
3,0*
0. 7 (2)
5. 7 (3)
1.2 (3)
8.0 (3)
3.5 (3)
5.8 (3)
6.8 (7)
4.0 (5)
8.3 (3)
8.0 (6)
3.1
5.1
5. 5
2.2
3,9
15
1.1
29
24
3.0
38
63
92
32
24
440

(5)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(4)

*Average cross section for P•• production, taking into account certain data
communicated privately by L. P. Moskaleva and V. V. Malyshev.
**The number of different determinations of the yield is given in parentheses.
***EC- electron capture; IT -isomer transition.

radiochemically pure form against the background
of highly active antimony spallation products,
which in many instances resemble the elements
to be separated.
The activity of the samples was measured by
a type MST-17 end-window counter. Individual
radioisotopes were identified from their halflives, and in some instances from the energy of
emitted particles as determined by absorption in
the aluminum foil.
A magnetic analyzer was used to determine the
sign of the 38-minute activity observed in a chlorine fraction, which could be either {3- emission
from Cl 38 or {3+ emission from Cl 34m. Since
positrons were not detected, it was established
that the given proton bombardment of Sb produces Cl 38 rather than Cl MID.
Extremely weak radioactivities were measured
by a setup consisting of type T-25 BFL back-tohack end-window counters in anticoincidence with
a ring of MS-9 counters. 6 This resulted in 5 to 6
times greater efficiency than with end-window
counters alone.
The cross sections for radioisotope production
were corrected for self-absorption and self-scat-

tering in the sample, for absorption in air, in the
mica windows of counters, and in the wrappings of
the samples, for reflection from the backing, and also
for a difference in solid angle whenever this last
circumstance affected counts from the sample and
monitor. In the case of isotopes decaying by electron capture, corrections were also introduced for
counting efficiency, absorption in the counter insensitive volume and the fluorescent yield. The
accuracy of the cross sections ranged from 50 to
100%.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

'J?able I gives the half-lives Tv 2, the decay
modes and average production cross sections 7i
of identified products from the bombardment of
antimony with 660-Mev protons. Two.,groups of
nuclides were identified (Fig. 1). The region from
Rb to Zn ( Z =::: 30) comprises isotopes formed in
antimony spallation. Here the yield diminishes
sharply with increase of the difference ~Z = Z 0
- Z, where z 0 denotes the atomic number of the
original nucleus.
Fission products were found in the region
16 ~ Z .S 28, where the yield was observed to be
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a,

cm 2

10

5-10-JI.___

FIG. 1. Yields of identified radioactive products from antimony bombarded with 660-Mev protons.

practically independent of Z. An estimate of the
excitation energy Eexc required to produce 23 V48
by antimony spallation gave ,.... 700 Mev for a reaction involving both proton and neutron emission,
and ,... 300 Mev for a reaction with a-particle and
neutron emission (without considering cascade
particles or the variation of the Coulomb barrier
as a function of Eexc ). Practically identical
23 0 8 yields were obtained with the bombarding
energies Ep = 660 and 220 Mev. The assignment
of the given group to fission is also confirmed by
nuclear-emulsion data, 5 which show a shift ~Z between the fission-product regions of Ag and Sb
representing the difference between the atomic
numbers of these two target nuclei.
The yield of Na24 , which is considerably larger
than that of Sb fission products, can be a result of
fragmentation, as indicated by the angular distributions of this isotope when produced by the bombardment of several elements with 660-Mev protons. 7
Mg28 is also evidently formed by this kind of process. The assignment of the identified products of
antimony bomoardm.ent to groups with different
Z.l
II

5.5

50

FIG. 2. Yields of
radioactive fission
products from antimony bombarded with
660-Mev protons.
Mean values are enclosed in small boxes.
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FIG. 3, Fission yields from antimony bombarded with 660Mev protons as a function of mass number. Dashed curvetotal yields; o- experimental; •- interpolated; fl- total yield
for each A.

origins is somewhat arbitrary in view of their
overlapping.
The yields of the unidentified stable, long- and
short-lived radioactive fission fragments of antimony were estimated by interpolation on a plot
(Fig. 2) in the coordinates A and Z, where solid
lines connect nuclei formed with approximately
equal yields. Most of the fission fragments lie
very close to the (dashed) nuclear stability line.
The cross sections for the formation of a number
of unidentified isotopes were obtained by interpolation to within a factor of the order 2. The character of the distribution of antimony fission yields
with respect to A and Z was determined from the
combined experimental and interpolated data.
The yields are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of
mass number. The single-humped curve is similar to those obtained in earlier work8 • 9 for fission
fragments of the heavy nuclei U, Th, and Bi.
However, differences were observed in the character of the yield distribution. Antimony fission
is characterized by the formation of fragments
with a broad range of masses for each value of Z,
from neutron-rich isotopes to those with relatively
large neutron deficiencies, whereas the fission of
heavy nuclei results principally in neutron-rich
isotopes. The half-width of the humped curves in
the latter case is considerably narrower ( 4 - 5
mass units ) than in the case of antimony ( 7 - 8
units).

Nn/Np

FIG. 4. Neutronto-proton ratio of the
antimony fission products with the largest
yield for each z.

l3Zl
1,28
T,Z4
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Table II. Characteristics of fission induced by
high -energy protons
Target
nucleus

I

92U

saBi

s7 Ho
stSb

Ep, Mev

2

O',fis• mb O'fis/O'geom

---

480
480
450
660

I

Ratio of neutron deficient,
stable, and
neutron-rich
fragments

Relative
number of
symmetric
fissions,

5

6

7

1650
100
2
0.25

0,73
4.8·10- 2
1.1·10-3
1. 7' 10-4

11:21:58
12:28:60

0.32
0.45
0,71
0.73

-

-

20:35:1·5

:

-8 --919
15
18
16

4
6-8
'
'

----

*"Screened" isobars are nuclides which under the given
experimental conditions cannot be formed as a result of'the
decay- of other nuclides with the same A.

ence

z.,~

crus

t,

The yield peaks from the fission of antimony
correspond to the isotopes 16 S34 , 17 Cl 38 , 18Ar40 ,
y51 • 24 c r 53 • 25 Mn 56 •
19 K43 • 20 Ca 45 • 21 Sc 47 • 22 T·49
1 • 23
65
59
62
26 Fe , 27 Co , and 28 Ni , most of which are stable.
Figure 4 shows that the neutron-to-proton ratio
Nn /Np for most of these nuclei lies in the narrow
range from 1.22 to 1.27. The only larger ratios
are 1.29 for Co 62 and 1.32 for Ni 65 .
In the fission of heavy elements the maximum
yield is found for isotopes with large neutron deficiencies.
The characteristics of the fission process in
antimony result in a marked difference between
the isotopic distribution of its fission fragments
compared with those of heavy nuclei. Neutrondeficient, stable, and neutron-rich fission fragments of antimony are present in the ratio 20 : 35 :
45. The corresponding ratios for Bi, Th, and U, 7
given in Table II, are 12: 28: 60, 5: 31: 64, and
11:21:58, respectively. Antimony fission thus
exhibits a considerably larger fraction of neutrondeficient isotopes.
An extensive literature exists on the mass distribution of fission fragments, but very little is
known regarding their distribution with respect
to nuclear charge. This results from the lack of
data on the yields of "screened" isobars* among
the fission products. Since the majority of the
nuclides identified by us are "screened" isobars
under the given experimental conditions, it is
surely of interest to study their yields in order to
determine the character of the nuclear charge distribution.
Figure 5 shows the charge distribution curves
for isobars in the range A = 37- 62. Yields estimated from the curves in Fig. 3 were taken into
account. The charge distribution curves, like the
mass distribution curves, are single-humped, with
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FIG. 5. Yields of isobars from antimony fission induced by
660-Mev protons as a function of atomic number. The dashed
curve represents the total yields.

half-widths of three to four charge units. Similar
curves plotted for the fission of heavy elements
have considerably narrower half-widths ( 2 or 3
charge units ) .

"

60

FIG. 6. The most probable charge Zp as a function of the mass numbers
of antimony fission products. The dashed curve is
the nuclear stability line.
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FIG. 7. Fragment charge
distribution curves for the
fission of (1) U and (2) Bi
by 480-Mev protons, and
(3) Sb by 660-Mev protons.

0.1

0

2

4 z-zp

The most probable charge Zp was determined
for all isobars in the given range of A, using the
same method as in reference 9. The results, given
in Fig. 6, show that the curve connecting the most
probable charge values is very close to the nuclear
stability line. Appreciable departures are observed when the smoothness of the nuclear stability line is disturbed by the exceptionally large
relative numbers of nuclides with the magic numbers 20 ( Ca40 ) and 28 ( Ni 58 ).
The charge distributions are similar for all
isobars. The average curve of charge distribution,
plotted in the coordinates Z - Zp and the fractional
yield u /"':. u (where "i:. u is the total yield of isobars
with a given value of A, and a is the yield of each
nuclide with the same A), is shown in Fig. 7. A
~light preponderance of positive values of Z - Zp
IS observed. The fractional yield is "' 0.4 for the
a,

most probable charge, and "'0.05 for the least
probable charge. The ratio of the maximum to
the minimum fractional yield is one-seventh as
large for antimony fission as for heavy-element
fission. A similar reduction of the nuclear charge
range is observed in heavy-element fission when
the bombarding energy is increased. 10 The halfwidth of the charge distribution curve is 2.5 charge
units for antimony fission and 3 units for U and
Bi (Fig. 7).
The single-humped curve of the total yields of
antimony fragments (the dashed curve in Fig. 5)
indicates a large percentage of symmetric fissions,
in agreement with Shamov' s data. 5 Symmetric
fissions and near-symmetric fissions (when
I Zsym- Z I :s 3 ) comprise "' 73%. The three elements Ti, V, and Cr in the middle of the distribution contribute "'34%. A similar result is obtained for Ho from an interpolation, like that
above, using the data in reference 11. The data
in column 6 of Table II show a decreasing proportion of symmetric fissions as Z of the target nucleus increases. Therefore fission asymmetry
does not play as large a part in the case of mediumweight nuclei as could be expected from theoretical
considerations.12
Figure 8 shows the distributions of total yields,
with respect to Z, for fragments from Sb fission
induced by 660-Mev protons and from the fission
of Ho, Bi, and U induced by 450- 480-Mev pro-

cm 2

10-24

FIG. 8. Total fragment yields from the fission
of U, Bi, Ho, and Sb induced by high-energy protons.

70Z
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tons. The curves are gradually broadened as the
target-nucleus charge increases. This is best
seen from a comparison of the half-widths, which
are 9, 10, 13, and 19 charge units for Sb, Ho, Bi,
and U, respectively. The contribution of asymmetric fissions thus increases with Z of the fissioning
nucleus. A similar effect from increased bombarding energy had been observed previously. 13 - 15 Special experiments showed that for antimony, as for
other nuclei, the cross sections for the production
of the asymmetric fission products Cl 38 , Cl 39, Mn56,
and Co61 are reduced to one-tenth or less as the
incident proton energy decreases from 660 to 220
Mev, whereas the yield of v48 , which is formed in
symmetric fission, remains constant in the same
proton energy range.
Figure 8 also shows that as Z of the target nucleus decreases the r·educed half-widths of the fragment charge distributions are accompanied by a
gradual shift of the peaks toward smaller values of
Z compared with Z' = ( Zinit + 1 )/2. (In Fig. 8
values of Z' are indicated by arrows.) This indicates that a considerable number of charged particles are emitted in the fission of medium-weight
nuclei. The peak of the yield curve for antimony
fission (Fig. 5) occurs at Ti ( Z = 22) and V ( Z
= 23). In symmetric fission the formation of these
two nuclei is accompanied by the emission of 6 to
8 protons, including the protons contained in emitted
a particles and deuterons. The most probable number of emitted protons, including the incident proton, in antimony fission is therefore 7. This is in
agreement with Shamov's result 5 ila,p = 6.5 for
Ag fission induced by 660-Mev protons.
Four protons are emitted in the fission of Ho
(Table II, colu•nn 7). The peaks of the curves for
U and Bi in F ?:· 8 are located at Z = ( Zinit + 1 )/2.
However, earlier data 16 show that na,p = 0.8 and
1.2, respectively, in the fission of U anc Bi by
660-Mev protons.
The number ,f emitted charged particles is
therefore enhanced with decreasing target-nucleus
char~e. It would appear that this circumstance
should increase he probability for the formation
of neutron-rich 1u0lei. However, as we have seen,
neutron-deficient and stable isotopes play a relatively large part in antimony fission; this indicates
the emission of a large number of neutrons in addition to protons. A calculation shows that the
most probable antimony fission mode is accompanied by the emission of 15 to 17 neutrons.
The data in column 8 of Table II show that the
number of emitted neutrons is practically independent of the target-nucleus atomic number.
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It should be noted that the increased number of
fission particles, especially protons, clearly indicates very high excitation energies for fissioning
medium-weight nuclei.
A comparison of the curves in Fig. 8 shows that
the fission yields from antimony are considerably
smaller than from heavy nuclei. The total cross
section for antimony fission by 660-Mev protons
is 0.25 mb, which is 1. 7 x 10-4 of the geometric
cross section calculated from R = r 0A 113, with
r 0 = 1.37 x 10- 13 cm. 17 The probability of fission
increases greatly with Z of the target nucleus.
Thus the cross section for uranium fission is 6600
times larger than that for antimony fission. Columns 3 and 4 of Table II show that fission is a
dominant nuclear process in heavy elements. Our
value for the antimony fission cross section is
comparable with that obtained for the fission of
silver ( 0.32 mb )4 induced by protons with the
same energy.
The foregoing data indicate that the variation
of Z of the target nucleus is accompanied by regular variations of all fundamental fission parameters- cross sections, fragment distributions with
respect to A and Z, isotopic distribution of the
fragments etc., undoubtedly as a result of variation
in the character of the fission process. It is currently believed that emissive fission predominates
in the heaviest nuclei, 18 that fission from an excited level increases as Z is reduced, and that
for antimony and neighboring elements the latter
type of fission is obviously dominant.
The authors are deeply indebted to V. N. Mekhedov and T. V. Malysheva for valuable advice, and to
L. D. Revina, L. D. Firsova, and I. S. Kalicheva for
experimental assistance.
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